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Abstract

An object based formal method for the development of real-time systems, calledATOM, is presented. The

method is an integration of the real-time formal technique TAM (Temporal Agent Model) with an industry-strength

structured methodology known as HRT-HOOD.ATOM is a systematic formal approach based on the refinement

calculus. WithinATOM, a formal specification (or abstract description statement) contains Interval Temporal Logic

(ITL) description of the timing, functional, and communication behavior of the proposed real-time system. This

formal specification can be analyzed and then refined into concrete statements through successive applications of

sound refinement laws. Bothabstractandconcretestatements are allowed to freely intermix. The semantics ofthe

concrete statements inATOM are defined denotationally inspecification-orientedstyle using ITL.

keywords: object-based, wide-spectrum language, refinement calculus, Temporal Agent Model, HRT-HOOD, Interval

Temporal Logic
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ‘correctness’ of real-time systems’ design not only depends on satisfyingfunctionalrequirements, as in

most information processing systems, but also onnon-functionalrequirements, such as timing, limited resources and

dependability.

The development of a real-time system has been traditionally a somewhat ad-hoc affair. A system is designed

from an informal requirements specification as a number of tasks with associated deadlines, execution periods, and

resource requirements. The worst-case execution time is calculated for those tasks, and a resource allocation and

schedule is computed which guarantees deadlines. Worst-case execution time, allocation, and scheduling are all

complex procedures and research is still active in these areas; in the two latter cases the problems are known to be

NP-complete.Correctnessof systems developed in this way can only be performed by testing and detailed code

inspection. However, when the consequence of system failure is catastrophic such as loss of life and/or damage to the

environment, testing and code inspection can not alone be relied upon.

Therefore, there is clearly scope forformalizingsome of the development process, particularly in the area of

requirements specification and design [Fraseret al. 1991]. For this purpose, a large number of formalisms have been

developed, for example RTL [F. Jahanian and A. Mok 1986], Timed CSP [Davies 1991], RTTL [Ostroff and Wonham

1985], MTL [Koymans 1990], XCTL [Harelet al. 1990], ITL [Moszkowski 1985], TAM [Scholefieldet al. 1993;

Scholefieldet al. 1994b; Scholefieldet al. 1994a; Lowe and Zedan 1995; He and Zedan 1996], TCSP [Schneider

et al. 1992], TCCS [Yi 1991], TACP [Bergstra and Klop 1984] and timePetri Nets [Petri 1962; Merlin and Segall

1976; Ramchandani 1974].

However, we have shown [Chen 1997] that there are a significant number of limitations with existing real-time

development formalisms. Most important of these is the lackof methodor guidance on how to use a formalism for

both specification writing and proving correctness. In addition, it is not clear how such formalisms can cope with the

development oflarge scalereal-time systems.

In real-time systems development we would benefit from a method which assists in the derivation of concrete

designs from informal requirements specifications througha ‘temporal’ refinement notion.

A number of refinement calculi already exist for real-time systems, but they are either incomplete or use

an unrealistic computational model.PLtime [He 1991] is a real-time design language which consists of a CSP-like

syntax with extensions for real-time. However, the formalism is based on the maximal-parallelism hypothesis (i.e., the

assumption that there are always sufficient resources available) which is too restrictive for most real time systems. In

addition, sincePLtime does not provide a separate specification statement as a syntactic entity, the refinement remains

purely in the concrete domain. Similarly, RT-ASLAN [Auernheimer and Kemmerer 1986] is a refinement calculus

which refines a specification into concrete code, but this again relies on the maximal parallelism model. The Duration

Calculus [Zhouet al. 1991] (and to some extend timed Z [Hayes and Utting 1998] and B-method [Abrialet al. 1991]
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in recent attempts), on the other hand, is a formalism based on ITL [Moszkowski 1985] and provides rules which are

only applicable at the logical level of development.

Furthermore, with the advent of Object-Oriented (OO) paradigm, as a powerful approach in modeling and

developing large-scale and complex software systems, research in object-oriented formalism has increased. This has

ranged from extending process-oriented formalisms to cater for object structure (e.g., Z++ [Lano 1990] and VDM++

[Lano 1995]) to the development of new formal OO models (e.g., HOSA [Goguen and Diaconescu 1994; Malcom and

Goguen 1994], Maude [Meseguer and Winkler 1992; Meseguer 1993], CLOWN [Battiston and Cindio 1993; Battiston

et al. 1995; Battistonet al. 1996], CO [Bastide 1992; Bastide and Palanque 1993], COOPN/2 [Bibersteinet al. 1996;

Bibersteinet al. 1997], TRIO+ [Morzenti and Pietro 1994] and OO-LTL [Canver and von Henke 1997]).

Although the use of formal methods in the development of real-time systems have their benefits, turning

them into a sound engineering practice has proved to be extremely difficult. Some “pure” formal methods may

keep practically-oriented software engineers from employing their benefits. This has led to investigating the inte-

gration of formal methods with well established structuredtechniques used by industry (e.g., System Analysis and

Design Methodology (SSADM) [Meldrum and Lejk 1993], Yourdon [Yourdon 1989] and Jackson [Jackson 1983],

for non-real-time systems, and ROOM [Celicet al. 1994] and HRT-HOOD [Burns and Wellings 1995] for real-time

applications). As a result, in [Mander and Polack 1995; Semmens and Allen 1991], both SSADM and Yourdon

were integrated with the formal notation Z respectively. Anattempt to incorporate Data flow diagrams into the for-

mal specification notation VDM was done in [Fraseret al. 1991; Platet al. 1991]. Recently, Liu, et al [Liuet al.

1998], provided a method that integrates both formal techniques, structured methodologies and the Object-Oriented

paradigm. However, they still lack mechanisms for the systematic development of concrete design/code from formal

specification. This has provisionally been addressed in [Chenet al. 1999].

The main objective of this paper is to provide a formal development technique whose underlying computational

model is realistic and supports the development of large-scale systems. By realistic we take the view that it must

reflect the basic developer’s intuition about the target application area and that the resulting system can be analyzed

for schedulability. In addition, to support large-scale system development, the computational model should adopt

features advocated to in the OO paradigm.

The systematic derivation of a concrete design from an abstract specification requires that the formal devel-

opment technique to be based on a wide-spectrum language in which concrete and abstract constructs can be freely

intermixed. Further, a set of sound refinement laws must be provided enabling the software developers to transform a

requirement specification into an executable program.

In this paper, we present a formal development techniqueATOM. The formal language ofATOM contains

both abstract and concrete statements. The development technique uses a refinement calculus to get from an abstract

statement to a concrete statement. The concrete statementsin the language include those of the Temporal Agent
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Model (TAM) [Scholefieldet al. 1993; Scholefieldet al. 1994b; Scholefieldet al. 1994a; Lowe and Zedan 1995].

The underlying computational structure ofATOM is an extension of TAM to cater for objects. The object structure in

ATOM is based on that found in the industry strength structured technique known as HRT-HOOD [Burns and Wellings

1995]. HRT-HOOD is a real-time extension to HOOD [Robinson 1992]. The abstract statements in the language are

Interval Temporal Logic [Moszkowski 1985] (ITL) formulae.ITL is also used to give a denotational semantics to

the concrete statements so that abstract and concrete statements can be freely intermixed. The refinement calculus of

ATOM is an extension of that of TAM to cater for the refinement into objects.

In Section 2, we introduce Interval Temporal logic. The computational object model ofATOM is detailed in

Sect. 3. The syntax and informal semantics of theATOM language are given in Sect. 4. The refinement calculus of

ATOM is presented in Sect. 5. The systematic development technique is the outlined in Sect. 6 and illustrated with a

small case-study in Sect. 7.

2 INTERVAL TEMPORAL LOGIC

We base our work on Interval Temporal Logic and its programming language subset Tempura [Moszkowski

1985]. ITL will be used both as our abstract specification language and to define the specification-oriented semantics

of the concrete statements inATOM.

Our selection of ITL is based on a number of points. It is a flexible notation for both propositional and first-

order reasoning about periods of time. Unlike most temporallogics, ITL can handle both sequential and parallel

composition and offers powerful and extensible specification and proof techniques for reasoning about properties

involving safety, liveness and projected time. Timing constraints are expressible and furthermore most imperative

programming constructs can be viewed as formulas in a slightly modified version of ITL [Cau and Zedan 1997].

Tempura provides an executable framework for developing and experimenting with suitable ITL specifications.

2.1 Syntax

An interval is considered to be a (in)finite sequence of states, where a state is a mapping from variables to their

values. The length of an interval is equal to one less than thenumber of states in the interval (i.e., a one state interval

has length 0).

The syntax of ITL is defined in Table 1 whereµ is an integer value,a is a static variable (doesn’t change within

an interval),A is a state variable (can change within an interval),v a static or state variable,g is a function symbol,p

is a predicate symbol.

The informal semantics of the most interesting constructs are as follows:

� ıa: f : the value ofa such thatf holds.
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Table 1: Syntax of ITL

Expressions

e ::= µ j a j A j g(e1; : : : ;en) j ıa: f

Formulae

f ::= p(e1; : : : ;en) j :f j f1 ^ f2 j 8v q f j Skip j f1 ; f2 j f �

� Skip: unit interval (length 1).

� f1 ; f2: holds if the interval can be decomposed (“chopped”) into a prefix and suffix interval, such thatf1 holds

over the prefix andf2 over the suffix, or if the interval is infinite andf1 holds for that interval.

� f �: holds if the interval is decomposable into a finite number ofintervals such that for each of themf holds, or

the interval is infinite and can be decomposed into an infinitenumber of finite intervals for whichf holds.

These constructs enables us to define programming constructs like assignment, if then else, while loop etc. In table 2

some frequently used abbreviations are listed.

2.2 Data Representation

Introducing type system into specification languages has its advantages and disadvantages. An untyped set

theory is simple and is more flexible than any simple typed formalism. Polymorphism, overloading and subtyping can

make a type system more powerful but at the cost of increased complexity. While types serve little purpose in hand

proofs, they do help with mechanized proofs.

There are two basic inbuilt types in ITL (which can be given pure set-theoretic definitions). These are integers

N (together with standard relations of inequality and quality) and Boolean (trueandfalse). In addition, the executable

subset of ITL (Tempura) has basic types: integer, character, Boolean, list and arrays.

Further types can be built from these by means of� and the power set operator,P (in a similar fashion as

adopted in the specification language Z).

For example, the following introduces a variablex of typeT

(9x : T) � f b= 9x � type(T)^ f

Here type(T) denotes a formula describing the desired type. For example,type(T) could be 0� x � 7 and so

on. Although this might seem to be rather inexpressive type system, richer type can be added following that of

Spivey [Spivey 1996].
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Table 2: Frequently used abbreviations

true b= 0= 0 true value

false b= :true false value

f1 _ f2 b= :(:f1 ^ :f2) or

f1 � f2 b= :f1 _ f2 implies

f1 � f2 b= (f1 � f2)^ (f2 � f1) equivalent

9v q f b= :8v q

:f exists
f b= Skip; f next

more b=

true non-empty interval

empty b= :more empty interval

inf b= true; false infinite interval

finite b= :inf finite interval

3f b= finite; f sometimes

2f b= :3:f always

3

a f b= finite; f ; true some subinterval

2

a f b= :(3

a
:f ) all subintervals

f 0
b= empty 0-chopstar

f n+1
b= f ; f n (n+1)-chopstar

if f0 thenf1 elsef2 b= (f0 ^ f1) _ (:f0 ^ f2) if then else

fin f b= 2(empty � f ) final state

keep f b= 2

a
(Skip� f ) all unit subintervals

e b= ıa:(e= a) next value

fin e b= ıa:fin(e= a) end value

A := e b=

A= e assignment

e1 e2 b= finite^ (fin e1) = e2 temporal assignment

e1 gets e2 b= keep(e1 e2) gets

stable e b= e gets e stability

intlen(e) b= 9 I q

(I = 0) ^ (I gets I+1) ^ I  e) interval lengthe

len b= ıa: intlen(a) interval length

3 OBJECT-BASED COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In this section we present our object-based model which is a conservative extension to that adopted in the

Temporal Agent Model (TAM) [Scholefieldet al. 1993; Scholefieldet al. 1994b; Scholefieldet al. 1994a; Lowe and

Zedan 1995]. TAM was developed to be a realistic formal software development method for real-time systems. Such

an extension is based on an industry-strength structured methodology known as HRT-HOOD [Burns and Wellings

1995].

A real-time system is viewed as a collection of concurrent activities which are initiated either periodically or

sporadically with services which can be requested by the execution of the activities. The operations of the activities and

services, asthreadsandmethods, are allocated to the correspondingobjects(an encapsulated operation environment

for the thread or methods) according to their functional andtemporal requirements and the relationships between them.
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3.1 Object Structure

In ATOM we can identify five types of objects. These are defined as follows.

1. sporadic object — defines a unique thread which activates an operation sporadically by response to external

events. The thread can not be requested and executed by othermethods’ invocations, however, it can invoke

methods provided by other objects. The thread may be concurrent with other activities in the system. A mini-

mum interval can be specified to restrain responses to continuous event occurrences. Sporadic objects are used

to model entities in a system which are involved in random activities.

2. cyclic object — is similar to a sporadic object except that its thread specifies an operation which is executed

periodically. A cyclic object defines a period to specify howoften the operation is and it is fixed. Every execution

of the operation must be terminated within this period. Cyclic objects are used to model entities in a system

which are involved in periodic activities.

3. protected object — defines services which can be invoked. The services are implemented bymethodswhich

can be requested by others for execution. The methods can be requested arbitrarily, but their executions must

be mutually exclusive. The execution order of invocations depends on their times of request. A method in a

protected object can only request the methods which are (in)directly implemented by passive objects. Protected

objects are used to model shared critical resources accessed by different objects or methods.

4. passive object — is similar to a protected object except there are no constraints on invocations of its methods. A

method in a passive object can be arbitrarily requested and immediately executed as a part of its client whenever

being requested. A method in a passive object can only request the methods which are (in)directly implemented

by other passive objects. Passive objects are used to define non-interfering operations on resources.

5. active object — defines a framework for a number ofrelatedobjects which are referred to as itschild objects.

An active object can be viewed as an independent system or subsystem. It encapsulates the methods of its child

objects. Any object outside an active object can not requestthe methods defined in its child objects directly

but through a method defined by it. The signature of a method defined in an active object must be consistent

with that of its counterpart except its name. An active object can not include itself as a child object directly or

indirectly and an object can not be a child object of different objects.

The environment of a non-active object is a set of data over which the methods of the object execute for

computations and communications. The data include constants, variables and shunts. For cyclic and sporadic objects,

an activation period and a minimum activation interval are specified in the environment declaration respectively. We

useObjEnv(o) to denote the environment set of an objecto.
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Threads/methods areagentsas defined in TAM. Threads activate and terminate with the corresponding objects

and are concurrent with each other. Methods are activated byinvocations and their executions may be either concurrent

or sequential. Invocations of methods can be either asynchronous or synchronous. Recursive invocations between

methods are prohibited, neither directly nor indirectly.

3.2 Agent Structure

An agent is described by a set of computations, which may transform a local data space. Communication is

asynchronous via time-stamped shared data areas calledshunts. Shunts are passive shared memory spaces that contain

two values: the first gives the time at which the most recent write took place, and the second gives the value that was

most recently written. Systems themselves can be viewed as single agents and composed into larger systems.

At any time, a system can be thought of having a unique state, defined by the values in the shunts and local

variables. The computation may be nondeterministic. In particular:

� Time is global, i.e., a single clock is available to every agent and shunt. The time domain is discrete, linear, and

modeled naturally by the natural numbers.

� No state change may be instantaneous.

� An agent may start execution either as a result of a write event on a specific shunt, or as the result of some

condition on the current time: these two conditions model sporadic and periodic tasks respectively.

� An agent may have deadlines on computations and communication. Deadlines are considered to be hard, i.e.,

there is no concept of deadline priority, and all deadlines must me met by the run-time system. We are currently

investigating the inclusion of prioritized deadlines intothe language.

� A data space is created when an agent starts execution, with nondeterministic initial values; the data space is

destroyed when the agent terminates. No agent may read or write another agent’s local data space.

� A system has a static configuration, i.e., the shunt connection topology remains fixed throughout the lifetime of

the system.

� An agent’s output shunts are owned by that agent, i.e., no other agent may write to those shunts, although many

other agents may read them.

� Shunt writing is destructive, but shunt reading is not.
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4 ATOM LANGUAGE

ATOM has the following syntactic form. An object consists of a declaration and method(s) in a structure. The

declaration presents the definitions of attributes and/or an execution environment for methods defined in the object.

The attributes of an object include:

� object type— indicates the object is eitheractive, sporadic, cyclic, protectedor passive.

� provided methods— signatures of the methods provided by the object for other objects.

We useProvidedMethods(o) to denote the provided method set of an objecto whereo is sometimes dropped if

no confusion is caused. The signatures must be accordant with their definitions. They are declared in the form

of m(in;out), wherem is a method name which is free in the object.in andoutare sets which present parameters

transfered betweenmand its clients.card(in)� 0 andcard(out)� 0 (wherecard denotes cardinality of the set).

We usein(m) andout(m) to denote them.

� used methods— declare the methods invoked by the object and the objects which provide the methods.

We useUsedMethods(o) to denote the used method set of an objecto whereo is sometimes dropped if no

confusion is caused. The elements of the setUsedMethods(o) take the form of(o0;m0

), wherem0 is a method

to be invoked byo and is defined ino0. UsedMethods(o) definesuserelationships betweeno and objects in

UsedMethods(o). Such relationships specify control flows between objects and together within(m) andout(m),

data flows are also specified.

Other attributes vary with the type of objects:

� the activation interval of the thread for a cyclic object.

� the minimum activation interval of the thread for a sporadicobject.

� the child object set for an active object. We useChildObjects(o) to denote the child object set ofo if o is an

active object.ChildObjects(o) specifies anincluderelationship betweeno and its child objects based on which

the decomposition process is achieved.

The syntax of the ATOM language is defined in Table 3 whereA is a TAM agent;ProvidedMethods is a set of provided

methods;Ev is a shunt;P, t andT are time variables;Sa shunt name;w a set of computation variables and shunts;f

an ITL formula;x a variable;ean expression on variables;I some finite indexing set;gi a boolean expression; andn a

natural number.

Informally, the agents in Table 3 have the following meaning:
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Table 3: Syntax of ATOM language

Method

m ::= hMethod namei[in;out℄ : A end

Object

o ::= cyclic hObject namei thread on P do A end j

sporadicT hObject namei thread on Ev do A end j

protected hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end j

passive hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end j

active hObject namei ProvidedMethods (o1; : : : ;o2) end

Agent

A ::= w : f j Skip j ∆t j x := e j x( s j e) s j A ; A 0

j

var x : T in A j shunt s : T in A j [t℄ A j ift 2i2I gi thenAi fi j

A u A 0

j A�s
t A 0

j A k A 0

j loop for n period t A

� w : f is a specification statement. It specifies that only the variables in theframe wmay be changed, and the

execution must satisfy ITL formulaf .

� The agentSkipmay terminate after any delay.

� The agent∆t terminates aftert time units.

� x := eevaluates the expressione, using the values found in variables at the start time of the agent, and assigns it

to x. The expressione may not include the values held in shunts: it may only use the values held in variables.

� x( sperforms an input from shunts, storing the value inx; the type ofx must be a time–value pair.

� e) swrites the current value of expressione to shunts, time-stamping it with the time of the write.

� A ; A 0 performs a sequential composition ofA andA 0.

� var x : T in A definesx to be a new local variable of typeT within A ; its initial value is chosen nondeterministi-

cally.

� shunt s : T in A definess to be a new local shunt of typeTime�T within A ; its initial value is chosen nondeter-

ministically, but it is time-stamped with the time of its declaration.

� [t℄ A gives agentA a duration oft: if the agent terminates beforet seconds have elapsed, then the agent should

idle to fill this interval; if the agent does not terminate within t seconds, then it is considered to have failed.

� ift 2i2I gi thenAi fi evaluates all the boolean guardsgi, and executes anAi corresponding to a true guard; if

all the guards evaluate to false, then the agent terminates correctly. The evaluation of the guards should take

preciselyt time units; if necessary, the agent should idle to fill this interval. We shall sometimes omit the
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parametert if we do not want to specify it. We shall sometimes write this construct asift g1 thenA1 2 g2 then

A2 2 : : : 2 gn thenAn fi.

� A u A 0 forms a nondeterministic choice betweenA andA 0.

� A �s
t A 0 monitors shunts for t time units: if a write occurs within this time, then it executesA 0; otherwise it

times-out and executesA .

� A k A 0 executes the two agents concurrently, terminating when both agents terminate.

� loopfor n period t A executesA n times, giving each a duration oft.

We note here that no agent may share its local state space withconcurrently executing agents, and only one

concurrent agent may write to any given shunt: these restrictions allow the development of a compositional semantics

and refinement calculus.

The formal semantics of the concrete part of theATOM language is presented in Sect. A.

5 ATOM REFINEMENT CALCULUS

The refinement relationv is defined on a component (agent, method and object) in a similar fashion to that

of TAM. A componentX is refinedby the componentY , denotedX v Y , if and only if Y � X . A set of sound

refinement laws are derived to transform an abstract specification into concrete objects. The following are some useful

refinement laws. The soundness of these laws follows from thedefinition of the refinement relation.

The following law states that the operators in ITL are monotonic w.r.t. the refinement relation. Monotonicity

means that theATOM refinement calculus is compositional.

Law 1 (Monotonicity) Let fi be an ITL formula then

(v�1) If f0 v f1 and f1 v f2 then f0 v f2

(v�2) If f0 v f1 and f2 v f3 then (f0 ^ f2)v (f1 ^ f3)

(v�3) If f0 v f1 and f2 v f3 then (f0 _ f2)v (f1 _ f3)

(v�4) If f1 v f2 then f0 ; f1 v f0 ; f2

(v�5) If f1 v f2 then f1 ; f0 v f2 ; f0

(v�6) If f0 v f1 then f�0 v f �1

(v�7) If f0 v f1 then 8v q f0 v 8v q f1

The following law states that any interval of length 1 can be refined into theSkipstatement.
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Law 2 (Skip)

len = 1 v Skip

The following law states that any interval of lengtht can be refined into the delay statement∆t.

Law 3 (Delay)

len = t v ∆t

The following law states that when variablex gets the value ofexpin the next state of an interval this can be refined

into the assignmentx := exp.

Law 4 (Assignment) If x 2 w then

w : x= exp v x := exp

The following law states that shunt reading corresponds to reading of the stamp and the value of the shunt.

Law 5 (Shunt read) If x 2 w then

w : x1 =
p

s^ x2 = read(s) v x( s

The following law states that shunt writing is like assignment but that also the stamp is increased by 1.

Law 6 (Shunt read) If x 2 w then

w : s= (

p

s+1;x) v x) s

The following law states that sequential composition is associative and distributes over the_.

Law 7 (Sequential composition)

f0 ; (f1 ; f2) v (f0 ; f1) ; f2

(f0 ; f1) ; f2 v f0 ; (f1 ; f2)

f0 ; (f1 _ f2) v (f0 ; f1) _ (f0 ; f2)

(f0 ; f1) _ (f0 ; f2) v f0 ; (f1 _ f2)

The following law is for the introduction of a variablev.

Law 8 (New variable)

w : f v var v in w[fvg : f

The following law is for the introduction of a new shunt.
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Law 9 (New shunt)

w : f v shunt s in w[fsg :
p

(s) = 0 ^ f

The following law is for the introduction of the deadline.

Law 10 (Deadline)

∆t ^ f ; true^ (f � len <= t) v [t℄ f

The alternation is introduced with the following law.

Law 11 (Alternation)

(f0 ^ f1) _ (f2 ^ f3) v if f0 then f12f2 then f3 fi

The following law states that the nondeterministic choice corresponds to the_ of ITL.

Law 12 (Nondeterministic choice)

f0 _ f1 v f0 u f1

The timeout is introduced with the following law.

Law 13 (Timeout)

(∆t ^ stable(s)) ; f0 _ (∆t ^ :stable(s)) ; f1 v f0�s
t f1

The following law introduces the parallel composition.

Law 14 (Parallel composition) If w0\w1 = /0, then

w0[w1 : f0 ^ f1 v (w0 : f0) k (w1 : f1):

This law will introduce the loop.

Law 15 (Loop)

([t℄ f )n
v loopfor n period t f

The following 5 laws is for the introduction of theATOM objects.

Law 16 (Cyclic object)

finite^ (len = P ^ (f ; true))� v cyclic hObject namei thread on P do f end
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Law 17 (Sporadic object)

finite^ (stable(Ev) ; (Skip^
p

Ev 6=

p

Ev) ; (f ; true^ len= T))� v

sporadicT hObject namei thread on Evdo f end

Law 18 (Protected object) Let

Mut b= 2(Σi(Statusi = Act)6 1):

If

mi b= (Statusi = Req̂ stable(Statusi)) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Act^ stable(Statusi)^ fmi ) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Idle^ stable(Statusi))

then

finite^

V

i mi ^Mut v protected hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end

Law 19 (Passive object) If

mi b= (Statusi = Req̂ stable(Statusi)) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Act^ stable(Statusi)^ fmi ) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Idle^ stable(Statusi))

then

finite^

V

i mi v passive hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end

Law 20 (Active object) Let ProvidedMethods(o) 6= /0.

V

i(oi) v active hObject namei ProvidedMethods (o1; : : : ;on) end

6 ATOM DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUE

In order to derive a concrete design from an abstract specification, a refinement calculus was developed. In

the first stage, the designer builds a system model and statesthe system’s requirements (or ‘expectation’) along with

assumptions/constraints of the environment. Using HRT-HOOD such system’s requirement may be decomposed into

sub-requirement. Each sub-requirement is formalized, using the specification statement which is subsequently refined

into objects using the refinement laws.

A development method is therefore suggested:

Given an informal requirementREQof a system.
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1. Use HRT-HOOD to decompose the system requirementREQ, to produce a set of sub-requirements:req1, req2,

..., reqn.

2. Formalize each sub-requirementreqi using the specification statement ofATOM to producespec1, spec2, ...,

specn. Note that the formal specification,SPEC, which corresponds toREQ, is given by

SPECb=
V

i2[1;n℄

speci

3. Using the refinement calculus, each specificationspeci may be refined into an objectobji:

speci vobji

4. The collection of resulting objects are then composed to produce the final concrete system.

5. Use HRT-HOOD to map the resulting concrete code to an equivalent Ada code.

We note the following:

(a) In Step 1, the decomposition ofREQis left to the designer of the system, and various visual techniques are offered

by HRT-HOOD. In this step, alogical architectureof the system is developed in which appropriate classes of

objects, together with their timing properties are identified. We note here that in the logical architecture we

do not address those requirements which are dependent on thephysical constraints imposed by the execution

environment. Such constraints as scheduling analysis are dealt with in a similar fashion as in [Lowe and Zedan

1995].

(b) Due to compositionality, the final concrete system in theStep 4 is a refinement ofSPECas defined in the Step 2.

(c) Various properties may be proved at the specification level in the Step 2.

7 A SMALL CASE STUDY

The case study used here is a simplified version of “The Mine Control System” [Burns and Wellings 1995], by

keeping activities on motor and gas, and adding a sporadic activity initiated by the operator.

The requirement of the system is given as follows.

1. Every 20 time units, the gas level is checked.If the gas level is higher than 40 and the motor is on,then the

motor is switched off within 5 time units.

2. An operator can issue one of two commands: ‘Start’ or ‘Stop’.The System reacts upon receiving the operator’s

command whenever it is received at least 10 time units has elapsed since the last command. The reaction is as

follows:
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� if the command is ‘Start’, the motor is switched off, and the gaslevel is not higher than 40,then the motor

is switched on within 5 time units.

� if the command is ‘Stop’ and the motor is switched on,then the motor is switched off within 5 time units.

We can decompose1) this requirement into the following three sub-requirements (or components).

1. React: The reaction of the system depends on the command received from the operator.

� The reaction is performed at least10 time units since the last command was received.

� if the command is

(a) ‘Start’, the motor is switched off, and the gas level is not higher than40, then the motor is switched

on within5 time units.

(b) ‘Stop’ and the motor is switched on,then the motor is switched off within5 time units.

2. Gas Check:

� Check the gas level every20 time units.

� If the level is higher than40and the motor is in operation,then switch the motor off within5 time units.

3. Switch: Switch the motor on or off if requested. Only one operation can be done at the same time.

We now give the formal specification ofReact.

fReactb=

(stable(Cmd);

(Skip^
p

Cmd 6=

p

Cmd) ; (len = 10^ fcmd; true)

)

�

where

fcmd b=

(read(Cmd) = start^ read(Motor) = off ^ Gas level� 40^

len = 5 ^ stable(Motor) ; fon ; stable(Motor)

) _

(read(Cmd) = stop^ read(Motor) = on^

len = 5 ^ stable(Motor) ; foff ; stable(Motor)

)

1)This decomposition may be done using various techniques provided by the various structured methodologies
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and

fon b= Skip^ Motor= (

p

Motor+1;on)

foff b= Skip^ Motor= (

p

Motor+1;off)

fReactcan be refined into the following object using law 17.

fReactv

sporadic10 hReacti thread on Cmddo fcmd end

andfcmd can be refined, using law 11 and 10, into

fcmdv

if (read(Cmd) = start^ read(Motor) = off ^ Gas level� 40) then[5℄ (fon)

2 (read(cmd) = stop^ read(Motor) = on) then[5℄ (foff)

fi

Sinceread(Cmd) andread(Motor) are not concrete constructs these should be further refined.This is done with the

introduction of variablesX;Y with law 8 and 14 that will get, respectively the values of shuntsCmdandMotor, i.e,

v

varX;Y in

(X( Cmdk Y(Motor) k

if (X = start^ Y= off ^ Gas level� 40) then[5℄ (fon)

2 (X = stop^ Y= on) then[5℄ (foff)

fi

The final step consists of refiningfon andfoff , using law 6, into respectively

fon v (on)Motor)

foff v (off )Motor)

Using law 1 we get the final concrete code.

varX;Y in

(X( Cmdk Y(Motor) k

if (X = start^ Y= off ^ Gas level� 40) then[5℄ (on)Motor)

2 (X = stop^ Y= on) then[5℄ (off )Motor)

fi
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8 DISCUSSION

In this paper we have introduced an object-based development technique calledATOM. IT is a wide-spectrum

formal design language that extends the Temporal Agent Model (TAM) with the capability of describing behaviors of

objects and method invocations. It also supports mixing of abstract statements, known as ‘specification’ statements,

and ‘concrete’ executable statements.

The novelty of our treatment lies in the underlying computational model. The model was particularly con-

structed so that the resulting concrete system can be easilyanalyzed for their schedulability in a distributed hard

real-time execution environment. The computational modelprescribes the use of object structure which facilitates

the development of large scale systems. The object structure was based on an industry-strength object methodology

known as HRT-HOOD. Within an object, agents are statically allocated which may communicate asynchronously

using (single writer - multiple reader) shunts.

A characteristic of our approach is that during the refinement stages, all necessary timing information may

be gathered in the form of ‘proof-obligations’. These obligations are obviously proved correct (as a result of the

soundness of the refinement laws) and are vital to schedulingtheorists. Once these obligations are available, various

scheduling tests and analysis may be applied. In fact these tests could also be applied after each refinement step; if the

test is not valid then the step is repeated until the obligation is satisfied.

It is clear that some of the timing characteristics may be left as ‘variables’ to be determined at a later stage of

development. These variables are constrained by the obligations themselves.

In addition, a graphical notation was provided for the presented object-based structure. For example, an spo-

radic objecto with can be represented as Fig. 1.

o

obj type S
...

interval T
...

thread on Ev

A

end

Figure 1: Sporadic Object
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A ATOM FORMAL SEMANTICS

The semantics of the concrete statements in the language ofATOM is given denotationally in terms of a

formula in ITL. We begin by first introducing some extensionsto ITL in order to describe the formal semantics of

ATOM. Let W be a set of state variables thenframe(W) denotes that only the variables inW can possible change, i.e.,

the variables outside the frame don’t change. Here, we adopta combined state-communication model for the system

behavior where the observables correspond to the followingvariables:

� The normal state variables of ITL.

� variabless representing shunts whose values are tuples(t;v) wheret is a stamp andv the value written. The

stamp value ofswill be denoted by
p

sand the value stored inswill be denoted byread(s).

The ITL semantics of ATOM is given as follows

1. Agent Structure: The semantics is given in Table 4.

Table 4: Semantics of ATOM agents

w : f b= frame (w) ^ f

Skip b= Skip

∆t b= len = t

x := e b=

x= e

x( s b= x1 =

p

s^ x2 = read (s)

x) s b=

s= (

p

s+1;x)

A ; A 0

b= A ; A 0

varx in A b= 9x � A

shunt s in A b= 9s�
p

s= 0 ^ A

[t℄ A b= ∆t ^ A ; true^ (A � len <= t)

ift 2i2I gi thenAi fi b=

W

i2I ([t℄ (gi ^ Ai)) _ [t℄ (
V

i2I :gi)

A u A 0

b= A _ A 0

A�s
t A 0

b= (∆t ^ stable(s)) ; A _ (∆t ^ :stable(s)) ; A 0

A k A 0

b= A ^ A 0

loop for n period t A b= ([t℄ A)

n
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2. Object Structure

� A cyclic object

cyclic hObject namei thread on P do A end b=

finite^ (len = P ^ (A ; true))�

� A sporadic object:

an object in which the agentA is executed whenever the shuntEv is written to. The interval between two

successive executions can not be less thanT:

sporadicT hObject namei thread on Ev do A end b=

finite^ (stable(Ev) ; (Skip^
p

Ev 6=

p

Ev) ; (A ; true^ len= T))�

� For protected and passive objects, we need to identify all possible states for method invocation. Let

Statusi 2 fIdle;Req;Actg

denote the status of a method, idle (or terminated), requested or active respectively.

(a) A protected object:

is an object in which the method bodyAi is executed when methodmi has been requested, but the

execution must be ‘mutually exclusive’ within the object.

protected hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end b=

finite^
V

i mi ^Mut

where

mi b= (Statusi = Req̂ stable(Statusi)) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Act^ stable(Statusi)^Ami ) ; Skip;

(Statusi = Idle^ stable(Statusi))

and

Mut b= 2(Σi(Statusi = Act)6 1)

(b) A passive object:

Is similar to the protected object except that it responds toall method invocations at anytime:

passive hObject namei ProvidedMethods (m1; : : : ;mn) end b=

finite^
V

i(mi)
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� An active object:

If ProvidedMethods(o) 6= /0, then every methodm2 ProvidedMethods(o) is implemented by one of its

child object.

active hObject namei ProvidedMethods (o1; : : : ;on) end b=

V

i(oi)


